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Machine learninge
·Whatis learning, understanding, attention, experience?
· How do we make technology achieve that?

·Math, models?Based on hid. probability.

① Unsupervised learning - from own experience (infant). Supervised - from a teacher.
-

-

#ples we have seen before:

(a) Uuperdering:clustering
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a genes
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S e.g. a people, asympa cancer/no "Training data"·
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want to build an "orace"
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cancerS no that makes a diagnosis

·I ⑧- 1 for a new patient:Yn+-> Yuth
orace
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SML:a general framework

·A pair of random variables (or vectors) (x,y) =x x y.
↑ A A
label X sets

x(x,y) ->R9x90,13 as above. Objective reality.
I
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cancer/no X, Y are correlated, ideally strongly.symptoms

· The joint distribution of (X,Y) is unwn. We only see."

· Fraining data (X,), ..., (Xn,Yu):
and copies of (X,).

· Goah:predict Y from X as bestas we can.
-

-> We want
to construct an orde

hix - Y; G(x)wY (a)

to make predictions for new, unseen data:h(Xn+) =Yn+1
↑

input output

⑲How do we quantify the "goodness of fit" (*?

· Nefixalauction 1:YxY -IR, e.g. e(t-s) =(t-s)", and

definethe ik (a.k.a. error1)

R(h):=El(h(X),y) =F(h(Xn +1),Tn+1)

Examples:
(a) quadraticloss ((t,s) =(t-s)->R(2) =E(h(x)--)"

(6) logistic loss - unded"
() hinge loss (sun)
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&How do we construct an oracle h?

11 h too complex: () h too simple: (3) h is OK:

overfitting underfitting good fit

OUR STRATEGY:

2. Fix some aton of functions it, called a hypercass.
2. Select hell that best fits the training datan.

Examples:
(a) H =hate functions 2: x

- y) =>overfitting (1)

(6) All linear functions:1 =2h(x) =(w,n) +6: w- IR, 6e/R3.
-

=>linearregression

(C) x =(4(x)
=sign (<w,x) +8): WERRY,

beR3 => SUM (2)

(C) H =(all polynomials p(n) of degree = 23. (3)

(d) 2 - fall functions realized by
a given

neural network architectures

(e) 1=3h1,h23 => hypothesis testing
No systematic way to choose i. ("Melection")
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· The best hell is the one thatminimizes the risk

R(2) =Ee (h(x), ). h*:=argmin R (a).
201

·But R(h) can'tbe computed (can'ttake E overthe population)
-

micalrisk (a.k.a. Hierror)
↓

Ru(h):=EC (h(xi), ii). L*:= argmax Ru(h)
hei

a
can be computed from training data can be NPhard)
-

Ex(Badassification), quadratic loss

Ruch) -) =% of misclassified training data.
Il

↳ihei

↳RiskMinimization (ERM) Algorithm

①Training: for inputdata (X,t.), ..., (Xn,Yu);compute hit.

② Prediction:on
query X, outputhi(X)

"oracle"

How do we measure thequality?
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· Generalization error:=R(h)
measures how well the algorithm generizes tounseen data.

· Examples:

(a) x =hall functions 3, 4=f(x).

=a perfect bitto the training data:hi(m):=\"e"
training error Rulh) =0. (Overfitting (

-

BUTdoes NOT generalize well:

R(h) is large. arizes,
notgeneralizer

(6) l=ball linear functions), quadratic loss -

Wi*= argmin ↓E,(w,xi) +8 - x)
.

y=(w,x) +6

· -

WERd, 6EIR yER* ...

↑

I

↑ Prediction
-Linear, regression.

OK.

-xi,i).
X

Orgoal: bound the generalization error.

How does itdepend on the"complexity of1?
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